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Series: Tales of Substance 3

Der Markt  
der Schönen
Wann haben Sie das letzte Mal Blumen ge-

kauft? An Ostern? Am Valentinstag? Kaum 

etwas verschenken wir lieber als einen Strauß 

Blumen, kaum etwas ist so ausdrucksstark wie 

rote Rosen. Doch was wissen wir eigentlich 

über die bunte Pracht, über die Bedingungen 

ihres Anbaus oder das Land ihrer Herkunft? 

»Nur jede fünfte Schnittblume, die wir kaufen, 

stammt aus Deutschland. Gerade im Winter 

kommt die Mehrzahl der Blumen aus Ostafri-

ka oder Südamerika, wo sie unter oft verhee-

renden Bedingungen angebaut werden«, sagt 

Silke Peters, deren Buch unbekannte Einblicke 

in den internationalen Blumenhandel gewährt. 

Auf den Frühjahrsstrauß zu verzichten, ist 

keine Lösung. Vielmehr gilt es, bestehende 

Ansätze eines fairen Handels zu stärken und 

den Wert der Blume neu zu entdecken.

 z Keywords: urban development, urban 
gardening, urban planning, urban  
subsistence

 z World rights available

 z The book was awarded with the German 
Garden book Prize 2012
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Series: Tales of Substance 4

Der Markt  
der Schönen
Wann haben Sie das letzte Mal Blumen ge-

kauft? An Ostern? Am Valentinstag? Kaum 

etwas verschenken wir lieber als einen Strauß 

Blumen, kaum etwas ist so ausdrucksstark wie 

rote Rosen. Doch was wissen wir eigentlich 

über die bunte Pracht, über die Bedingungen 

ihres Anbaus oder das Land ihrer Herkunft? 

»Nur jede fünfte Schnittblume, die wir kaufen, 

stammt aus Deutschland. Gerade im Winter 

kommt die Mehrzahl der Blumen aus Ostafri-

ka oder Südamerika, wo sie unter oft verhee-

renden Bedingungen angebaut werden«, sagt 

Silke Peters, deren Buch unbekannte Einblicke 

in den internationalen Blumenhandel gewährt. 

Auf den Frühjahrsstrauß zu verzichten, ist 

keine Lösung. Vielmehr gilt es, bestehende 

Ansätze eines fairen Handels zu stärken und 

den Wert der Blume neu zu entdecken.

Zitat …
…
Zitatgeber

CLAUDE MARTIN has jahrelang 
Geschäftsführerin des Flower Label-
Programms, einer Schnittstelle 
zwischen Blumenanbau und -han-
del, Menschenrechtsorganisationen 
und Gewerkschaften. Ihre Tätigkeit 
führte sie auf Plantagen in Afrika, Europa und La-
teinamerika. Heute arbeitet sie als Fachautorin und 
Expertin für Umwelt- und Sozialstandards. 

 z Keywords: urban development, urban 
gardening, urban planning, urban  
subsistence

 z World rights available

 z The book was awarded with the German 
Garden book Prize 2012

SILKE PETERS
BLÜHENDE GESCHÄFTE 
Der weltweite Handel mit der Blume
April 2014 
360 pp., including coloured b/w illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-467-8
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ANNELIESE BUNK & NADINE SCHUBERT
BETTER OFF WITHOUT PLASTIC 
February 2016 
112 pp., four-colour print throughout, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-784-6

Anneliese Bunk 
and Nadine 
Schubert are true 
professionals in 
avoiding plastic. 
Almost three years ago they banned the harmful substance 
from their lives. Apart from this, the lives of both mothers of two 
children are very different: NADINE SCHUBERT is a journalist 
and lives in a small village. She shares her experiences and 
alternative lifestyle in her blog on besser-leben-ohne-plastik.de. 
The designer ANNELIESE BUNK lives in Munich and proves that 
living »plastic free« also works well in a big city. 

The honey we put on our bread each morning 
is contaminated with micro plastic. The water 
with which we brew our coffee also contains 
tiny particles of plastic. Plastic has become a 
symbol of modernity and can be found every-
where nowadays – with corresponding conse-
quences for environment and health. But is it 
really not possible to live without plastic?
Anneliese Bunk and Nadine Schubert stood 
before this question almost three years ago - 
and live nearly plastic free today. In their book 
they show how and where you can reduce and 
replace plastic in your daily life.
The book provides lots of tips and tricks, from 
shopping consciously to making those pro- 
ducts that can’t be bought plastic free anywhere 
yourself. The suggestions are very easy to im-
plement, simplify work and save time. Every-
one can start immediately, step by step and at 
their own pace. »Better off without plastic« is 
the ultimate guide for those who are fed up with 
the flood of plastic and want to live a healthy 
life with natural materials.

1, 2, 3 –  
plastic free!

 z Keywords: plastic, plastic free, guide, 
household, waste

 z 45.000 copies sold already

 z World rights available (excluding Iceland, 
Norway)
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»Nobody has to buy plastic. With our book we 
want to show that it is easy to do without.«  
(Anneliese Bunk & Nadine Schubert)



You already buy things with as little packaging 

as possible, you don’t use plastic bags, and 

you separate your waste? That’s good, very 

good even! But you can do more – and that’s 

important for your health. Plastic is not just 

unpleasant, it is also dangerous – especially 

microplastic. 

The industry likes to mix it into shampoos, 

beauty creams and toothpaste. It makes our 

hair silky, creates a good »skin feeling« or 

ensures »bright white shine«. For the envi-

ronment, however, microplastic has become 

an enormous threat. It is high time to get 

active! »Live even better without Plastic« 

shows you how to avoid microplastic. It also 

presents many new ideas for a more beautiful 

and healthy life – from fasting on plastic and 

plastic-free DIY bath products to plastic-free 

gifts.

NADINE SCHUBERT 
LIVE EVEN BETTER WITHOUT PLASTIC
September 2017 
112 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-015-4

Free yourself  
from plastic!

 z Keywords: living, plastic waste,  
cosmetics

 z Focus on microplastics – how do we  
protect ourselves from the invisible  
danger?

 z World rights available
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The journalist NADINE SCHUBERT 
is an expert in avoiding plastic. 
She has been living without the 
harmful substance since 2013. The 
mother of two children publishes 
her experiences in her blog besser-
leben-ohne-plastik.de and is also the Co-author of the first 
book of the series, »Live better without plastic«.



Whether you live in the city or in the country, 

are single or have a family – the tips in this 

book will make the switch to a car-free life 

easy. There is a huge range of innovative trans-

port options available: instead of spending 

hours in a traffic jam, you can comfortably  

cycle to the office on a state-of-the-art com-

pany bicycle, and the fashionable cargo bike 

makes everyday tasks easier. The many  

apps available which can be used to cleverly 

combine car-sharing offers and public trans-

port also help you reach your destination 

stress-free.

This practical guide not only offers lots of 

easy-to-implement alternatives from holiday 

travel to everyday transport but also really 

makes you want to get going right away.  

It’s high time to get rid of your car – for the 

sake of your fellow human beings, yourself  

and the environment!

AUTOFREI LEBEN! E.V.
LIVE BETTER WITHOUT A CAR
March 2018 
128 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-015-4

Life without a car 
is liberating!

 z Keywords: living, mobility

 z from the cargo bike to the »walking 
school bus«  – innovative ways of  
getting around

 z World rights available
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The association AUTOFREI 
LEBEN! (CAR-FREE LIVING) sees 
itself as an activist and a mouth-
piece for all those who use alternative ways of getting 
around and who advocate a sharp reduction in motorised  
private transport. It provides a network for car-free people 
and, through its voluntary work, demonstrates the advanta-
ges of day-to-day living without a car.



Does this sound familiar? Your clothes cup-

board and wardrobe are getting fuller and  

fuller and your guilty conscience about the 

dark side of the fashion industry is getting 

steadily worse.

But there is another way: by rediscovering 

old things and upcycling them to create new 

favourites, you can escape short-lived fashion 

trends and still be perfectly dressed. At clothes 

swaps you can exchange clothes you never 

wear for new ones, and flea markets can be 

real treasure troves. And if occasionally you 

really need something brand-new, the flou-

rishing eco/fair fashion scene offers attractive 

designs at reasonable prices. Or you can hire 

clothes – a promising trend with a bright 

future.

Kirsten Brodde and Alf-Tobias Zahn show 

disposable and fast fashion the red card and 

present their ten-step plan for a sustainable 

and personalised wardrobe.

KIRSTEN BRODDE, ALF-TOBIAS ZAHN
MY ECO-FAIR WARDROBE
The guide for everyone that is fed up with throw-away fashion
October 2018 
144 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-054-0

The guide to 
a sustainable 
wardrobe

 z The first guide to eco/fair fashion

 z With practical tips on a range of topics 
from mending to green outdoor clothing 
and »purging« your wardrobe

 z World rights available
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KIRSTEN BRODDE heads 
Greenpeace‘s global Detox cam-
paign, which seeks to address the 
environmental damage caused by 
the overheated fashion industry.  
ALF-TOBIAS ZAHN is a blogger and 
works as a consultant and project 
manager at Studio GOOD Berlin. 
He has been writing about green 
fashion for many years on his blog 
GROSSARTIG.



A silent nod in the hallway is often the most 

you get from your neighbours. But what if the 

pensioner next door took your kids to nursery? 

If neighbours got together to plant up a raised 

bed or the whole building organized a yard 

sale?

Anonymous city life would quickly turn into an 

enriching collective experience. People swap 

things, share stuff, meet up. Together, they can 

get lots of things going that enable everyone to 

have a better quality of life.

This guide shows how you can shape life in 

your neighbourhood, with tips on activities 

ranging from organising jumble sales to set-

ting up swap shops or repair cafes. Its many 

best-practice examples will inspire you to 

become actively involved yourself. In this way, 

even the most anonymous city can become a 

village!

MICHAEL VOLLMANN, INA BRUNK
OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNITY
The guide for a new interconnectedness
October 2018 
176 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-051-9

Shaping a  
neighbourhood 
community

 z Loneliness becomes a thing of the past, 
thanks to language tandems,  
swap parties and urban gardening

 z Suggestions, checklists and examples  
of best practice

 z World rights available (excluding English)
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MICHAEL VOLLMANN and INA 
BRUNK are co-founders of the 
neighbourhood platform nebenan.de. 
Linking 800,000 members in 30,000 
neighbourhoods, it is Germany‘s  
largest social network for neighbours.



Terra preta is considered to be the most fertile 

soil in the world, and farmers and amateur 

gardeners alike are enthusing about it. This 

first practical handbook on the »miracle soil«, 

the recipe for which was originally developed 

by the indigenous peoples of South America, 

makes producing and using it really easy, even 

for those with no previous experience.

Terra preta activates and regenerates soil life 

and builds up a stable humus layer. No ferti-

lizer is required, and the soil is easier to work 

and needs less water.

The results? Healthy growth with abundant 

flowering, high crop yields and reduced  

susceptibility to pests and diseases. Using 

terra preta also makes an active contribution 

to climate protection, as it stores CO2 perma-

nently in the soil. The book contains numerous  

instructions and photos as well as lots of 

practical examples showing how you can make 

the black soil »terra preta« yourself and use it 

in your garden or on your balcony.

CAROLINE PFÜTZNER
NATURAL GARDENING WITH TERRA PRETA
Producing fertile soil
February 2018 
176 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-015-1

Miracle soil from 
the Amazon

 z Higher yields and more abundant  
flowering thanks to humus-rich soil

 z Including illustrated step-by-step  
instructions

 z World rights available (excluding English)
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CAROLINE PFÜTZNER is a  
passionate gardener with many 
years of experience of using terra 
preta. Pfützner was awarded the 
Tirol regional environment prize 
in 2016 for her work as a young 
entrepreneur at TerraTirol KG, which has been manufactu-
ring high-quality soil according to the terra preta method 
since 2014. She regularly conducts workshops and lectures 
to pass on her practical knowledge.



MARCUS FRANKEN, MONIKA GÖTZE
SIMPLY ECO 
Live better, live sustainably! 200 tips that really help
March 2017 
192 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-836-2

 z Keywords: living, food, energy saving, 
consumption, waste, sufficiency

 z A simple concept: more sustainability 
room by room 

 z World rights available
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MARCUS FRANKEN has been working 
intensively on environmental and 
energy issues for over a decade. The 
environmental engineer is the author 
of several guidebooks on sustainabili-
ty. MONIKA GÖTZE studied environ-
mental engineering. After several years 
as an energy expert at the Boston 
Consulting Group she is now in charge 
of the Deputy‘s Office for Environmen-
tal and Energy Policy in Berlin.

Who would not want home furnishings made 

of healthy materials, economical electrical 

appliances, less garbage, fair-trade cotton and 

cosmetics without pollutants? But how can I 

start into a sustainable lifestyle? Do I have to 

change my whole life right away, or are there 

tips and tricks that help me get started step by 

step? 

Our expert duo has examined typical living  

situations and purchasing decisions. They 

have determined ecological footprints, calcu-

lated saving potentials, and used their insights 

to develop concrete, easily implementable tips. 

The concept of the book is very simple: by 

looking through a house or apartment, you 

can discover and increase sustainability and 

savings step by step, room by room. Everyone 

can start where it is particularly easy or where 

the quality of life can be increased noticeably. 

This is a book for all those who value »eco« in 

the kitchen, bathroom and living room and are 

interested in being more sustainable in their 

everyday lives.

Living better  
step by step



FRANK HERRMANN
FAIR TRAVEL 
The manual for those who want to travel  
environmentally conscious
July 2016 
328 pp., including b/w illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-808-9

 z Keywords: travel, environmental  
protection, climate protection, guide, 
social justice

 z Perfect for the UN Year of Sustainable 
Tourism (2017)

 z World rights available
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FRANK HERRMANN lived in Latin 
America for many years, where he 
organized trips, guided development 
projects and advised organizations. 
The business economist is the author 
of the successful guide »Fair 
shopping – but how?« and the 
Stefan Loose Travel Guides for Peru/
Western Bolivia and Guatemala.

Whether it’s Marco Polo, Humboldt or Goethe –  

the travelers of earlier centuries were environ-

mentally friendly travellers. This is no surprise, 

since sustainable travel at that time was not  

really difficult. But what about today? These 

days mass tourism creates new problems for 

people, environment and climate.

What can we do? Giving up on travels can’t be 

a solution, because for many people a vacation 

is the long-awaited escape from the confines of 

everyday life. Is it really necessary to always fly 

someplace, though? In a world where all places 

can be reached within 24 hours, isn‘t it more 

exciting to travel slowly, to turn the journey into 

the destination?

Frank Herrmann’s manual is not just an appeal 

to change travel behavior. It is also a compre-

hensive source of information for those who 

want to learn about the impact of the tourism 

boom. In addition, the book contains addresses, 

tips and ideas for holidays that are as fair and 

sustainable as possible between the North Sea 

and the Alps, as well as between Paris and Rio, 

depending on budget and taste.

Different  
travelling made 
easy



Environmental  
Protection



ANDREAS SEGERER is a butterfly 
expert at the Bavarian State Collec-
tion of Zoology in Munich and the 
President of the Entomological Soci-
ety of Munich. EVA ROSENKRANZ 
is a literary scholar and author with 
a garden. She has been involved 
in nature conservation in her local 
community for many years.

Recent studies show that we are in the middle 

of a massive species extinction. Bees, bumble-

bees and beetles are dying on our doorstep –  

and birds, frogs and many other species are 

disappearing with them.

What we are losing with these insects is not 

just the foundation of an intact ecosystem; the 

extinction of pollinators puts the food supply 

of countless people in jeopardy.

Why do we need insects? Is their disappea-

rance just a caprice of nature? Who or what is 

responsible for it? The insect researcher  

Andreas Segerer explains the interrelation-

ships and identifies what needs to happen 

now. Eva Rosenkranz supplies plenty of prac- 

tical tips, as everyone can do something to 

stop the world falling silent – whether by 

having an insect-friendly garden or through 

engagement in our own environment, for 

example by helping to establish species-rich 

public green spaces.

ANDREAS SEGERER, EVA ROSENKRANZ
THE BIG POLLINATOR DECLINE 
What it means and what we have to do about it
August 2018 
208 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-049-6

Preventing a  
silent spring

 z Alarming: 75 per cent of all insects  
are endangered

 z Including practical tips for an  
insect-friendly garden

 z World rights available
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SUSANNE GÖTZE has a PhD in  
history and is a passionate jour-
nalist. For ten years, she has been 
on the trail of the Human Age  
(Anthropocene) in Africa, the USA 
and Europe, exploring the quiet  
developments as well as the spectacular moments in the 
history of a civilization that has reached its ecological 
limits.

Paul Crutzen once said that the Anthropocene 

described mankind’s blame for the state of 

the world. The climate researcher invented 

this term for an age in which mankind has 

influenced and changed everything – even the 

Earth‘s climate.

Anyone who travels across the continents with 

their eyes open will encounter this change 

everywhere. In twelve reports, the book relates 

how farmers, mayors, scientists and environ-

mentalists from different countries and cul-

tures are now living with the consequences of 

an unpredictable climate: the genetic modifi-

cation laboratories for heat-resistant wine in 

Bordeaux and the depleted soils in West Africa 

are just as much testament to this new epoch 

as are unscrupulous profiteers acting in the 

name of climate protection. The book gives a 

vivid insight into the complex heritage of the 

Fossil Age and how we are dealing with it.

SUSANNE GÖTZE
FLOODED PARADISE
Reports from the anthropocene
September 2018 
224 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-053-3

On the trail of  
climate change

 z Vibrant reporting offers tangible insights 
into climate change

 z Written by a well-known climate and  
environment journalist

 z World rights available
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Ewald Weber’s new book introduces us, in a 

series of entertaining essays, to 25 unusual 

plants. Each of them has a distinctive feature, 

something that lies hidden and does not reveal 

itself at first glance: a fascinating survival  

strategy, an extraordinary evolutionary history 

or an ingenious defence mechanism.

Skilfully illustrated, the book will delight any- 

one who loves and appreciates nature. On a 

walk through various Central European habi-

tats from the sea to the high mountains, the 

plants we meet include

· a prickly beauty (sea holly),

· the flower that dreams of an oil boom  

(yellow loosestrife),

· the shrub that longs for the tropics (daphne) 

· and the plant that likes turning somersaults 

(tumbleweed).

EWALD WEBER
THE PLANT THAT LIKES TO SOMERSAULT ...
... and other entertaining stories from our wildlife
February 2018 
240 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Hardcover 
ISBN 978-3-96006-028-4

Of plants with 
strange hobbies ...

 z Sumpt uously designed gift book 

 z A book for all nature lovers to marvel at

 z World rights available
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Communicating ecological inter-
relationships to a wide audience 
is EWALD WEBER‘s passion. He 
has a PhD in biology and has been 
working in the field of biodiversity 
and plant ecology at the Univer-
sity of Potsdam since 2008. Additionally, he gives public 
lectures, guides and leads expeditions and writes popular 
science books.



ESTHER GONSTALLA lives and 
works as a freelance writer and 
infographic artist in Germany 
and French Polynesia. She works 
for magazines such as National 
Geographic Germany, Stern, Cicero 
and Walden. Her works include »The Climate Book« and 
»The Book on Atoms«, which was named as »one of the 
most beautiful German books in 2009« by the »Stiftung 
Buchkunst«. 

Accidents on oil platforms, swirls of plastic 

waste, overfishing ... The oceans are no longer 

just places of longing and holiday destinations. 

In the last decades, pollution and exploitation 

put great pressure on them. How is the world’s 

largest ecosystem really doing today?

Although we have always lived from and with 

the sea, it remains one of the last unknown 

territories on earth – even the moon is better 

explored than the gigantic masses of water 

that are so important to our planet. This 

ignorance could cause the destruction of the 

oceans (and us!). In order to protect this sen-

sitive ecosystem, we need to understand the 

connections between the actions of humans 

and the changes in marine life. 

»The Ocean Book« draws a comprehensive 

picture of risks and opportunities and clarifies 

relationships in more than 45 easy-to-under-

stand and attractive infographics.

ESTHER GONSTALLA
THE OCEAN BOOK 
Endangerment of the sea
August 2017 
128 pp., two-colour print throughout,  
with many graphics, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-012-3

Is the ocean  
in danger?

 z Keywords: fishing, oceans, nature protec-
tion, plastic waste, animal protection

 z Descriptive graphics and high-quality 
features make the book an ideal gift

 z World rights available (excluding English, 
Galician)
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In some sites featured in this book, coal was 

still being mined until just a few years ago,  

and in others tanks were driving through  

the countryside. What reeked of death and  

destruction has now become a source of hope, 

as these kinds of areas provide excellent eco-

logical niches and habitats for the survival of 

rare insect, amphibian and bird species.

It is thanks to the Heinz Sielmann Foundation, 

that it has been possible for man-made areas 

to become hotspots of biodiversity and to be 

preserved as such. This high-quality book, 

with a wealth of stunning photos, introduces 

us to some of these treasure troves, tells the 

stories of their species-rich flora and fauna 

and discusses key nature conservation issues.

 z A blueprint for the preservation and  
promotion of habitats

 z Surprising: »damaged« landscapes  
provide a hotspot for biodiversity

 z World rights available

HANNES PETRISCHAK
BIODIVERSITY IN UNEXPECTED PLACES
Damaged landscapes as a last resort
April 2019 
208  pp., four-colour print throughout, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-109-7

Last resort for 
endangered species
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HANNES PETRISCHAK is a medi-
cal doctor, economic sociologist, 
psychiatrist and economist. He 
studied under Dahrendorf and  
is a member of the Club of Rome; 
his interests are wide-ranging, encompassing reflections 
on resource wars and maintaining peace, post-growth and 
environmental sustainability. 



LUITGARD MARSCHALL studied 
pharmacy and did her PhD in techni-
cal history. She worked as a research 
assistant at the TU Munich and at 
the Environmental Science Center of 
the University of Augsburg. 
HEIKE HOLDINGHAUSEN is an 
author and editor. She writes mainly 
about chemicals, waste and the  
policy of raw materials.

LUITGARD MARSCHALL, HEIKE HOLDINGHAUSEN
RARE EARTHS 
The firecly contested raw materials of the high-tech age
November 2017 
approx. 208 pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-844-7

Without raw materials, even the smartest  

engineer can’t achieve much. And with  

technology ruling almost every aspect of  

our lives, the market of raw materials has  

gained new big players: the metals called  

»rare earths«.

While raw materials such as iron or alumi-

nium are seemingly inexhaustible, the so- 

called rare earths live up to their name – 

mainly because the quasi-monopolist China 

can dictate the quantities available to the  

market. The 17 rare earth metals owe their 

special importance to the fact that they are 

used in extremely sensitive areas: from  

military technology to communication and  

energy technology, we use them to shape our 

modern-day life.

The book gives a face to the unknown, in-

forming readers about the history, use and 

meaning of neodymium, europium & Co.

The material  
of modern life

 z Keywords: ressources, nature protection, 
renewable energies, chemistry

 z A portrait of the materials of the future

 z World rights available
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Sow diversity, 
reap diversity
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ANJA BANZHAF
SEEDS 
Those who have the seed call the shots
February 2016 
272 pp., four-colour print throughout, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-781-5

ANJA BANZHAF is a gardening  
and seed activist, and is committed 
to sustainable agriculture. She 
co-founded a network of urban 
gardens in Göttingen, has worked 
in a seed nursery and also treats 
the subject of seed artistically.  
She studied geography, natural resources and botany in 
Göttingen and Wellington, New Zealand and has partici-
pated in many social and agricultural projects inside and 
outside of Europe.

»Those who have the seed call the shots« 

would be a proverb capturing the essence of 

nowadays agriculture: Those who control our 

seeds control the entire food chain.

Agribusiness is attempting to take over control 

of the seed stocks worldwide. But in many 

places farmers and gardeners are fighting to 

retake control over their seeds and their way 

of farming. They pass on their knowledge on 

seeds, exchange heirloom varieties and test 

sustainable ways of working together. This 

beautifully designed book describes ways in 

which seed gardeners, breeders and activists 

can find ways to keep varieties alive – and  

leaves you motivated to go plant your own 

seeds right away!

 z Keywords: seed, gardening, seed  
activism, agribusiness 

 z Trend Topic: preservation and  
protection of old and rare varieties

 z World rights available



Hardly any technology is discussed as  

emotionally as fracking, the breaking of  

deep-rock formation to extract the last gas  

and oil reserves. This is not surprising, as  

the debate ranges between expectation of  

salvation and great trepidation: on one side 

the amazing extraction rates in the US, on  

the other side contaminated ground water, 

loss of nature and earthquakes.

The debate has gained new momentum with 

the attempt by European governments to  

regulate fracking by law. Many questions  

arise such as: Will fracking be prohibited in 

Germany over the long term, or do the laws 

leave loopholes for the energy industry?  

Werner Zittel clarifies the opportunities and 

risks, critically analyses the conditions under 

which extraction would occur in densely  

populated Central Europe and questions  

the economic relevance of this expensive  

technology.

 z Keywords: fracking, environmental  
protection, politics, technology, energy

 z The standard work for debates  
on fracking

 z World rights available

WERNER ZITTEL
FRACKING 
Energy miracle or environmental sin?
March 2015 
240 pp., including b/w illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-770-9

Fracking: Energy 
miracle or  
environmental sin?
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WERNER ZITTEL is considered 
one of the most important energy 
experts in Germany. He works at a 
global consultancy for sustainable 
energy and mobility, and has  
recently written a report on 
fracking in Germany for the Energy Watch Group. Zittel is 
sure that »instead of thinking about an unprofitable and 
dangerous gas production, we should finally implement 
sustainable solutions for our energy needs.«



CHRISTOPH THEN has spent over 
20 years with current issues of 
genetic engineering and biotech-
nology. He has a doctorate in 
veterinary medicine, is one of the 
coordinators for the international 
coalition »No Patents on Seeds« and leads the organization 
Testbiotech e. V. (www.testbiotech.org).

The consequences of genetic engineering in 

agriculture are dramatic: In countries like the 

US, Brazil and Argentina there is an arms  

race against resistant weeds and pests. In 

various regions, genetically modified plants 

already spread uncontrollably. But it does not 

stop with localized ecological disasters: the 

possibilities of genetic engineering – with  

their sometimes radical interventions in the 

genetic material – changes how we deal with 

the foundations of life. Discussion about this 

development should not only be led by ex-

perts. A critical and informed debate by the 

entire society is urgently needed. This manual 

provides the basic knowledge on genetic  

engineering and the people involved.

CHRISTOPH THEN
MANUAL FOR AGRO-BIOTECHNOLOGY 
The consequences for agriculture, humans and environment
Januar 2015 
200 pp., including b/w illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-716-7

Manual for  
an informed civil 
society

 z Keywords: genetic engineering,  
Agriculture, Economics, Environmental 
policy, Policy

 z extensive book covering the topical  
genetic engineering

 z World rights available
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CLAUDE MARTIN
ENDGAME 
How we can still change the fate of tropical rainforests
May 2015 
368 pp., including coloured illustrations, Hardback  
ISBN 978-3-86581-708-2

CLAUDE MARTIN has been  
engaged in tropical rainforest 
conservation since the 1970s and 
served as Director General of WWF 
International from 1993 –2005, 
where he pioneered rainforest 
conservation partnerships in all 
tropical rainforest regions.

Rainforests are the biggest terrestrial reposito-

ries of biodiversity and essential regulators of 

global air and water cycles. New research and 

technological advances have greatly increased 

our knowledge of how rainforests are being 

affected by changing patterns of resource use. 

Increasing concern about climate change has 

made it more important than ever to under-

stand the state of the world’s tropical forests. 

This book provides an up-to-date picture of 

their health. Claude Martin integrates infor-

mation from remote imaging, ecology, and 

economics to explain deforestation and forest 

health throughout the world. He explains how 

urbanization, an increasingly global economy, 

and a worldwide demand for biofuels put new 

pressure on rainforest land. He examines the 

policies and market forces that have suc-

cessfully preserved forests in some areas and 

discusses the economic benefits of protected 

areas. Using evidence from ice core records 

and past forest cover patterns, he also predicts 

the most likely effects of climate change.

On the edge

 z Keywords: tropical rainforest,  
deforestation, climate change, third 
world, nature conservation, biodiversity 

 z Report to the Club of Rome

 z World rights available  
(excluding Canada, USA, Australia,  
New Zealand, UK, Ireland, France)
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UGO BARDI
THE PLUNDERED PLANET  
The future of mankind in an age of diminishing resources
June 2014 
368 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-410-4

UGO BARDI is regarded as one of 
the world’s leading experts in raw 
materials. He teaches Chemistry 
at the University of Florence, is the 
Chairman of ASPO Italy (Asso-
ciation for the Study of Peak Oil) 
and author of several books, including »Limits to Growth 
Revisited«. He writes the blog »Cassandra’s Legacy«  
(www.cassandralegacy 
@blogspot.com).

»Anyone seeking information on the raw  
material situation on our planet will find this 
book essential.« (Jorgen Randers)

No unlimited mobility without oil, no mobile 

phones without rare earths, no cheap fertilizer 

without phosphates. Our civilisation is as  

dependent on the riches of the earth as a junkie 

that needs his drugs. 

And yet our most important resources are 

becoming more and more scarce and expensive. 

What does that mean for the world economy? 

How can »urban mining« and recycling contri-

bute to the global demand for raw materials? 

What are the environmental effects of the boom 

in the controversial »fracking« technology?  

In the »report to the Club of Rome«, the che-

mist Ugo Bardi, supported by a team of 16 ex-

perts, presents a wealth of facts on the current 

raw material situation on our planet and shows 

how our economic habits must change if we 

wish to maintain our standard of living. 

The hunt for 
raw materials

 z  Keywords: diminishing resources and 
resource management, fracking, geology, 
mining, peak everything, raw materials

 z  Report to the Club of Rome

 z World rights available (excluding France,  
English, Poland)



MARCEL ROBISCHON is both 
adventurer and researcher. Tracing 
the footsteps of great discoverers, 
he has observed people and na-
ture, followed myths and legends 
and has developed a fascinating 
theory. He studied Forestry at the  Universities of Freiburg 
and Oxford and wrote his PhD in Biology at the University 
of Cambridge. 

»Robischon has managed to write a deeply mo-
ving and gracious book, a melancholic obituary 
to the roots of our culture.«
(Peter Laufmann, Natur)

We live in an age of disappearance. Every day, 

species become extinct. Their heir demise not 

only empoverishes our natural wealth; we 

ourselves lose the colours and sounds we need 

for sharpening our senses, a reservoir  from 

which  human culture has drawn for thousands 

of years.

What does the disappearence of the diversity 

of species mean for our way of thinking – a 

diversity that used to be an inspiration for our 

imagination?

Marcel Robischon invites the reader on a poetic 

journey around the world; a journey full of 

adventure, wonder and insight. It takes us to 

England, America and the endless expanse of 

the Pacific Ocean – and opens our eyes to the 

fading beauty of the world.

In search of the 
lost diversity
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 z  Keywords: literary non-fiction, natural 
and cultural history, shrinking  diversity, 
species diversity

 z  World rights available (excluding China, 
Taiwan)

MARCEL ROBISCHON
WHY THE WORLD IS FALLING SILENT 
How the loss of species diversity leads to our 
cultural impoverishment
February 2012 
320 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-182-0



Society



Whether and exactly how history repeats itself 

has long been a matter of debate. There are 

growing signs at present of a return to what we 

thought we had put behind us: closed, illiberal 

societies that are defined above all by  

exclusion. 

Is this just a temporary phenomenon or is a 

real threat emerging? In order to arm our-

selves against the creeping erosion caused by 

such views, we should be clear about what an 

open society is: what are its characteristics?  

Is our society »open«? And if so, are there 

signs that it is disintegrating?

Stephan Brunnhuber takes Karl Popper’s 

concept of an open society and translates it to 

a modern age. He makes the case for an »order 

of freedom« as a prerequisite for being able 

to continue living the kind of life that a large 

majority is in favour of.

 z Topical: plea against autocratic  
tendencies and closing borders

 z What is an »open society«?

 z World rights available

STEFAN BRUNNHUBER
OPEN SOCIETY
A plea for freedom and order in the 21st century
February 2019 
176  pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-105-9

For a more open 
society
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STEFAN BRUNNHUBER is a  
medical doctor, economic sociologist, 
psychiatrist and economist. He is  
a member of the Club of Rome;  
his interests are wide-ranging,  
encompassing reflections on resource 
wars and maintaining peace, post-
growth and environmental sustaina-
bility. 



Doctors and psychologists now know exactly 

what causes the widespread new problem of 

burnout. In a nutshell, it is the comprehensive 

»de-rhythmization« of the environment in 

which we live, because people are not desig-

ned to live permanently out of kilter with their 

own time.  If they do it anyway, they become 

sick, together with their environment, which is 

drawn into the system of overload and  

exploitation. 

What our turbo-charged society urgently 

needs is a different way of dealing with itself, 

with our fellow human beings and with nature. 

We need to get to the root of the problem and 

overcome the destructive excess of the dyna-

mics of money, whose logic increasingly dis-

tances us from the rhythms of nature, which 

are so important for survival. The noise of 

money deafens us to the wonderful symphony 

of living things. In order to be able to perceive 

it again, we must find a way of resonating with 

life again – so that our civilization can survive.

 z For readers of Hartmut Rosa 

 z For the right tempo in life and the end  
of the money economy

 z World rights available

FRITZ REHEIS
GOING IN RESONANCE
Why we need to rethink sustainability
February 2019 
352  pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-052-6

Time is  
not money
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FRITZ REHEIS is considered one  
of the spiritual fathers of »decele-
ration« as a term and a concept.  
In his publications, the educatio-
nalist and social scientist addresses 
the issue of finding the right tempo 
in life; he describes our society 
as suffering from »acceleration 
sickness«. 



Over 40 hours a week in the office, and on  

Monday already longing for the weekend –  

that’s not what a fulfilled life looks like.  

Nonetheless, a world without paid work is  

unimaginable for many people. But is there 

really no alternative?

Tobi Rosswog shows that there is another  

way – without being idle. Renouncing paid  

employment does not mean lazing around 

doing nothing. Rather, it means leading a self-

determined life and doing meaningful things.

He sees his book as an invitation to change 

your own daily routine and to think outside 

the box. He starts with the questions: What do 

I really need? And what alternative ways are 

there to meet my material needs? The answer 

is to organise your working life in a different 

way, for example through part-time work, job 

sharing or working in a collective without a 

boss. The book suggests lots of possibilities for 

a fulfilling working life. You just have to dare 

to take the chance!

 z Paid employment is not the only  
way to work

 z Full of thought-provoking questions  
and practical tips on what action you 
can take

 z World rights available

TOBI ROSSWOG
AFTER WORK
Radical ideas for a society without work
October 2018 
144  pp., two-coloured, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-056-4

Doing what  
makes you happy
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TOBI ROSSWOG is an activist, free-
lance lecturer and initiator working 
for socio-environmental transfor-
mation. He devotes all his time 
and energy to promoting change – 
toward a society without paid work 
or money. He has been active in this field for ten years and 
gives around 100 lectures a year in which he encourages 
people to adopt a different perspective.



Since time immemorial, we have grappled with 

various kinds of boundaries: children test their 

boundaries; state borders are fought over; 

death, the final frontier, is delayed further  

and further by medicine. But the more we try 

to break down barriers, the more they keep 

reappearing. The EU is strengthening its  

external borders; our lifestyle forces us to 

think in terms of »limits« in order to curb the 

effects of our actions.

In a paradox of confusion, the erection and 

elimination of borders seem to overlap. Some 

bemoan the fall of (international) borders 

as cultural species extinction, while others 

advocate freedom from barriers as being 

forward-thinking in every respect. In such a 

situation, critical reflection is required in order 

to determine which boundaries are sensible 

and which aren’t.

In a tour through our culture, the author  

explores how boundaries come into being, 

what they signify, and what positive and  

negative potential they have.

 z What boundaries do we need, and what 
are merely constructs of fear?

 z An appeal against isolationism and a 
plea for intellectual openness

 z World rights available

MARIANNE GRONEMEYER
THE BORDER
What connects us by dividing
August 2018 
240  pp., Hardcover 
ISBN 978-3-96238-048-9

A cultural history 
of borders
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MARIANNE GRONEMEYER  is a 
bestselling author In her publica-
tions, the former professor of  
Educational and Social Sciences 
deals with our modern-day fear of 
missing out and makes the case for the peaceful co- 
existence of diversity and plurality. In 2011 she was  
awarded the prestigious Salzburg State Prize for  
Futurology.



»We are still living an imperial livestyle.« 

Once we accept this truth, it is easier to under-

stand why increasing injustices are so hard to 

battle and why social-ecological changes still 

remain at the margins of society.

This dossier makes the concept of an imperial 

livestyle understandable through numerous 

illustrations. It explains how our current pro-

duction and way of life affects man and nature 

by examining the factors and actions that 

strengthen such a lifestyle. Various areas of 

our everyday life are examined, including diet, 

social care, mobility and digitalization. To con-

trast this grim perspective, the book presents 

social-ecological alternatives and approaches 

that can help us achieve a good life for every-

one – rather than a better life for few of us.

I.L.A. KOLLEKTIV (ED.)
AT THE EXPENSE OF OTHERS
How an imperial livestyle prevents a good live for everyone
July 2017 
128 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-025-3

The goal:  
a good life for 
everyone

 z Keywords: economic ethics, one  
world, futurology

 z Elaborate layout, many great  
infographics

 z World rights available
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The I.L.A. COLLECTIVE came into 
being at Common Future e. V.‘s I.L.A. 
Workshop entitled »Imperial Modes 
of Living – Structures of Exploitation 
in the 21st century (I.L.A.)«. The aim 
of the 15 young academics and activists is to examine the 
concept of the imperial mode of living scientifically and to 
bring it to the attention of a wider public.



We ship our electronic waste to Africa, our 

cheap clothes are made by children in Bang-

ladesh, and when only diamonds will do, we 

accept even blood-stained ones. In order for 

us to have it easy and live comfortably, others 

have to suffer. This way of living is nothing 

other than (neo-)imperialistic, and it is high 

time that we shaped our lives according to 

more ethical criteria.

In its new book, the I.L.A. Collective shows 

how this can be done. It uses numerous 

infographics to illustrate the consequences of 

our thoughtless actions and also introduces 

us to projects that campaign for a viable, just, 

democratic and environmentally sustainable 

coexistence. It thus shows, step by step, the 

way forward to a future based on solidarity – 

one that starts now!

 z Complicated facts made clear 

 z With colourful graphics illustrating the 
hidden interconnections beween our lifes

 z World rights available

I.L.A. KOLLEKTIV (ED.)
A GOOD LIFE FOR EVERYONE
Awakening of a new solidarity
February 2019 
144  pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-095-3 

Solidarity rather 
than imperialism
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The I.L.A. COLLECTIVE came into 
being at Common Future e. V.‘s I.L.A. 
Workshop entitled »Imperial Modes 
of Living – Structures of Exploitation 
in the 21st century (I.L.A.)«. The aim 
of the 15 young academics and activists is to examine the 
concept of the imperial mode of living scientifically and to 
bring it to the attention of a wider public.



For millennia, people have philosophised 

about moderation as a goal for contentment 

and happiness. Our excessive production 

methods and lifestyle and the destruction of 

the natural environment mean that we need to 

think again about this rule of life as the search 

for the right balance.

Why do many people in industrialised coun-

tries fail to moderate themselves - even though 

they know they should? Are people at all  

capable of limiting themselves, and if so,  

under what conditions? What role do educa-

tion and upbringing play in this?

Thomas Vogel delves into the history of philo-

sophy and identifies the virtue of moderation 

as a meaningful answer to our civilization’s 

false promises of happiness.

THOMAS VOGEL
MODERATION
What we can learn from an old virtue
August 2018 
192 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-065-6

An old virtue  
rediscovered

 z Less is more: the joy of moderation

 z The right balance as the best prospect  
for a bright future

 z World rights available
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THOMAS VOGEL is a lecturer in 
Education at Heidelberg University. 
For many years now, he has been 
examining the consequences of the 
crisis between nature and society 
from a philosophical point of view. 
His conclusion: without moderation in the way it treats 
nature, it will be difficult for humankind to preserve the 
basis of its livelihood.



Substances cross borders: borders within

bodies, ecosystems and societies. This  

makes many of them extremely contentious 

but also makes them fascinating narrative 

subjects. 

This book examines examples of major  

contentious materials: from the painkiller and 

addictive drug heroin to the elixir of life and 

climate poison CO2. 

As with many other substances used in  

modern life, it is often the consequences of 

thoughtless human action that lead to con-

flicts. They are a testimony to the spirits we 

once summoned and which we now cannot  

rid ourselves of.

JENS SOENTGEN
SUBSTANCES OF CONFLICT
On carbon dioxide, heroin and other disputed substances
February 2019 
256 pp., Hardcover 
ISBN 978-3-86581-779-2

On risks and
side-effects

 z A history of substances

 z From rubber to nitrogen, from CO2 to  
heroin – a fresh view of the lines of  
conflict of the modern age

 z World rights available
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JENS SOENTGEN is Academic  
Director of the Environmental 
Science Centre at the University of 
Augsburg and Adjunct Professor  
of Philosophy at the Memorial  
University of St. John‘s in Canada.  
A chemist and a philosopher,  
he has published many popular 
non-fiction books.



On the one hand the diesel scandal and  

agreements on pricing and strategy, on the 

other the sluggish development of new drive 

systems and mobility options: doubts about 

the will to reform within the automotive  

industry and among the politicians respon- 

sible are becoming increasingly apparent.  

The car industry is perfectly happy with  

things just the way they are: it is a powerful 

industry with lots of jobs and a well-developed 

network of political connections and it has 

been spoiled by success.

In order to play an important role in the  

mobility of the future, companies need to  

reinvent themselves – and this will not  

happen unless they are put under pressure.  

This will require changes in the political 

framework, new alliances and sustained action 

by consumers to force VW & Co. to do some 

radical rethinking. The book shows the steps 

that need to be taken in order to bring about 

the overdue transport transition.

WEERT CANZLER & ANDREAS KNIE
STAGGERING GIANTS
Will the automotive industry manage a reinvention?
March 2018 
160 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-019-9

Too big to 
change?

 z Never-ending scandals: a transport  
transition is overdue

 z A concise introduction to a highly  
topical issue

 z World rights available
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WEERT CANZLER is a political scientist 
working at the WZB Berlin Social 
Science Centre (WZB). His research 
focusses on the energy and transport 
transition. 
ANDREAS KNIE heads the WZB’s 
Science Policy Research Group and is a 
former CEO of the »Innovation Centre 
for Mobility and Societal Change 
(InnoZ)«.



»Everything is going to change!« This  

prophetic claim from the IT sector has now 

become the prevailing view of the importance 

of digitalisation. 

But what does this epoch-making technology 

mean for the environment and justice? Will it 

lead us into a smart green world, where every-

one benefits from technological advances and 

we treat the environment with greater respect? 

Or are we heading towards a kind of digital 

capitalism where a few people have all the 

money and power and the economy continues 

to grow beyond the limits of what the planet 

can sustain?

Steffen Lange and Tilman Santarius analyse 

the impact which digitalisation has so far had 

on energy and resource consumption, jobs 

and income distribution and draw up design 

principles for making it sustainable.

STEFFEN LANGE, TILMAN SANTARIUS
SMART GREEN WORLD?
Digitalisation between surveillance, consumption  
and sustainability
March 2018 
268 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-020-5

Does digital 
equal good?

 z Is digitalisation really the most  
effective route toward sustainability?

 z The authors show practical paths to  
a smart future

 z World rights available
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STEFFEN LANGE is an economist at 
the Institute for Ecological Economy 
Research and a member of Konzept-
werk Neue Ökonomie and of Common 
Future. He is interested in the relati-
onship between digitalisation, growth 
and ecology. TILMAN SANTARIUS 
heads the research group »Digitalisa-
tion and socio-ecological transformati-
on« at TU Berlin and the Institute for 
Ecological Economy Research. 



Party disputes, disenchantment with politics, 

falling voter turnout: democracy is coming 

under increasing pressure and urgently needs 

a reboot. In his book, Erich Visotschnig shows 

the weaknesses of the principle of majority 

rule and, with his concept of systemic  

consensus (SC), presents an alternative that 

enables people to participate more effectively 

in decision-making processes. Its appeal: 

building consensus in accordance with the »SC 

principle« results in compromises with which 

all participants can identify, so it creates fewer 

losers.

The book presents examples of successful 

implementation in practice and explains how 

systemic consensus makes a new kind of  

democracy possible.

ERICH VISOTSCHNIG
NOT OVER OUR HEADS
How a new voting system can save our democracy
February 2018 
196 pp., including many illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-021-2

An end to the 
principle of  
majority rule?

 z Controversial: our democracy creates  
too many losers

 z A guide to greater codetermination

 z World rights available
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ERICH VISOTSCHNIG has a PhD in 
maths and physics. He has exami-
ned the idea of power-free structures 
in depth and helped to design the 
principle of systemic consensus.



Whether it’s a question of energy, diet or 

transport – our daily activities have serious 

consequences for people and the environment.

The book »peak« leads us through nine  

dimensions of (un)sustainability and shows 

how strong our influence on nature is. 

However, the book is not just a diagnosis of 

the status quo: at the end of each chapter 

there are practical tips for action to tackle the 

problems. 

Narrative and informative graphics provide a 

clear introduction to the issues.

MICHAEL BROSE
PEAK
Of ecologic limits and sustainable perspectives
February 2018 
128 pp., two-colour including many illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-025-0

Peak everything?

 z A large-format infographic book that 
illustrates interrelationships

 z Including lots of simple tips for living 
more sustainably

 z World rights available
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MICHAEL BROSE studied  
sustainable design at ecosign in 
Cologne and currently works as a 
freelance designer. His work »peak« 
has been nominated for the  
Cologne Design Prize.



People today practice a double-exploitation of 

both their physical and psychological resour-

ces. This paralyzing exhaustion of self is  

increasingly added to the pollution and deple-

tion of our environment. Homo sapiens has 

turned into homo consumens, and the abun-

dance we all chase doesn’t do us any good. 

There are many causes for being overwhel-

med – perfectionism, a fast-moving lifestyle, 

greed. This results in burnout and depression, 

aggressive behavior such as bullying, narcis-

sism or simply rage. Instead of understanding 

problems as normal parts of our lifes, we seek 

easy satisfaction through consumption or self-

medication. According to Schmidbauer it is 

high time to fill our lives with meaning: doing 

handycraft is just as good a recipe for this as 

deceleration and re-evaluation of social con-

tacts. Altogether, this will facilitate »psycho-

logical resilience« and will give us the energy 

we need to face the challenges of our times.

 z Keywords: psychology, digitalisation, 
consumption, resilience

 z A reckoning with the uncultures of self-
optimization and the denial of reality

 z World rights available

WOLFGANG SCHMIDBAUER
OVEREXPLOITATION OF THE SOUL 
A psychogram of an overstrained society
August 2017 
256 pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-009-3

 
We have to stop 
exploiting ourselfs
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WOLFGANG SCHMIDBAUER is the 
author of numerous textbooks and 
non-fiction books, many of which 
have become standard works. Mil-
lions of copies of his 30 books on 
love, anxiety and the neurotic need 
to help have been sold. In the 1970s, Schmidbauer was one 
of the first critics of consumption from an ecological and 
psychological point of view. His current book is linked to 
this subject and presents a comprehensive psychogram of 
our superfluous society.



FELIX EKARDT is the founder and 
head of the Research Center for 
Sustainability and Climate Policy 
in Leipzig and Berlin. His main re-
search area is human sustainability 
research. The Professor of Public 
Law and Philosophy of Law at the University of Rostock has 
published in national daily newspapers and is a commenta-
tor on radio and TV.

 z Keywords: socio-ecological transforma-
tion, psychology, global change

 z Social and individual change from a new 
perspective

 z World rights available

Why is it so hard for us to change? Why isn’t 

the transformation to a sustainable society 

succeeding? Are we failing our intentions 

due to our genes? Is capitalism to blame for 

everything? 

Anyone who wants to understand what dri-

ves people and societies, what facilitates or 

impedes change, must not assume merely a 

lack of education or an inherent predisposi-

tion. Instead, we need to illuminate human 

behavior in all its facets – and that is mostly 

emotionally controlled, driven by self-interest 

or shaped by cultural values. Felix Ekardt 

provides a compact and innovative analysis 

on alteration and transformation. By bringing 

together the findings from numerous research 

areas, he is not only laying out the foundations 

for a better understanding of change – he also 

shows how we can actually achieve it.

How can we 
achieve change?

FELIX EKARDT
WE CAN CHANGE 
Civic change beyond revolution and the criticism of capitalism
March 2017 
160 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-842-3
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RALF OTTERPOHL
THE NEW VILLAGE
Living diversity, producing locally, cooperating with nature  
and neighbors 
August 2017 
180 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-013-0

RALF OTTERPOHL is head of the 
Institute for Wastewater Manage-
ment and Water Protection at the 
Technical University of Hamburg. 
Among other things he teaches 
rural development and eco-town 
design. He has built a variety of decentralized sewage sys-
tems, is a pioneer of »Terra Preta Sanitation« and developed 
the concept of the »New Village«.

Country life – sometimes it seems provin- 

cial, sometimes it comes across as a corny-

romantic utopia. But villages can be a real 

blueprint for the much-promoted good life. 

»The New Village« shows how newly founded 

villages allow us to have a self-determined 

existence; how organic nurseries and mini-

farms supply nearby villages; how perma-

culture ensures healthy diets and a healthy 

climate; how children can grow up in and with 

nature. 

Ralf Otterpohl presents a creative synthesis of 

the advantages of town and country, inspired 

by Transition Town and Eco-Village. He points 

out alternatives to the anonymous life in big 

cities and wage-dependent work. The book 

presents not only various living and manage-

ment projects in Germany and all over the 

world, but also numerous practical tips. 

The tips concern the search for the right loca-

tion, financing, planning and infrastructure as 

well as potential ways for concrete implemen-

tation of your very own new village.

Back to the  
countryside!

 z Keywords: regional development, living, 
garden, sufficiency

 z Numerous tips for starting a fulfilling  
live in the countryside

 z World rights available
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The energy revolution is one of the great tasks 

of our time. The ambitious goal is to provide 

energy in an environmentally sound, economi-

cal and safe manner. 

Comprehensible and understandable to a large 

audience, this volume explains the concept 

of energy revolution – a topic that has been 

discussed intensively throughout the world. 

In addition to the basics, the book examines 

current challenges entailed in redesigning, 

delivery, distribution and storing energy 

systems. Readers also learn about innovations 

in the field of energy technology and travel 

to exemplary projects around the world. The 

book will be published on the occasion of a 

special exhibition of the Deutsches Museum, 

which will travel to various European cities in 

the coming years.

CHRISTINA NEWINGER, CHRISTINA GEYER &  
SARAH KELLBERG (ED.)
ENERGY REVOLUTION
Opportunities and challenges of a cenntenial project
March 2017 
176 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-839-3

Energy  
transition made 
understandable

 z Keywords: energy, energy policy, energy 
transition, climate change, ressources

 z The important topic of Energy revolution –  
presented for a wide audience

 z World rights available (excluding UK,  
USA, Canada)
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The DEUTSCHES 
MUSEUM in  
Munich is the largest science and technology muse-
um in the world. It holds approximately 28,000 ob-
jects from around 50 areas of natural sciences and 
engineering and is visited by 1.5 million people each 
year. The aim of the museum is to bring natural 
science and technical knowledge as close as possible 
to the interested layman.

English 
edition 

available



»Another world is not only possible, it is  
already in the making. On a quiet day I can  
hear it breathing.« 
(Arundhati Roy)

A historic process of rethinking is underway.  

All over the world people are starting to search 

for a »different world«, searches that take  

varied and creative forms, without ready-made  

solutions, but with common values and a 

shared vision of a sustainable future. The dy-

namics of this movement are irreversible. It is 

fascinating to take part in it.

However, the perspective of many people is 

currently narrowing into tunnel vision fixated 

on the symptoms of crisis and collapse: frust-

rated, fearful, violent or resigned, exhausted, 

cynical. That‘s why positive energy is especially 

important right now. Ulrich Grober has set out 

to find people and places that stand for a new 

culture of sustainability, in the middle of soci-

ety. He is interested in the rise of sustainable 

values in the current zeitgeist. His book tells us 

about the hunger for deceleration, for serenity 

and empathy, for simplicity and meaning.

ULRICH GROBER 
FUTURE’S QUIET BREATHING
The rise of sustainable values in times of crisis 
July 2016 
320 pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-807-2

The story  
of change

 z Keywords: sustainability, values,  
future, change, crisis, deceleration

 z Plea for serenity: Change is on  
the way

 z World rights available
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ULRICH GROBER is a journalist 
and author. His subjects include 
ecology, sustainability and sustain-
able lifestyles. He is mainly interes-
ted in the links between cultural 
heritage and future visions. His 
book »The Discovery of Sustaina-
bility« is a standard work, as is his 
book on the »Art of Walking.« 



The situation has to change in order to get 

better – but how can we change it? Erhard 

Eppler and Niko Paech have been fighting 

for an ecological shift for decades; both are 

central progressive thinkers of their gene-

rations.

It is for this very reason that they can argue 

excellently and passionately about the best 

way towards a better future: What can stop 

the global crises? Is »Green Growth« curse 

or blessing? How can the energy revolution 

succeed, and how far can it reach? Are more 

modest stiles of living for our consumer  

society more than a utopian idea? And  

whose obligation are those changes – those 

of the citizens or those of politics?

ERHARD EPPLER & NIKO PAECH 
THAT WOULD BE A REVOLUTION ...
A debate on growth, politics and an ethics of enough
November 2016 
208 pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-835-5

Encouragement 
to interfere

 z Keywords: growth, degrowth, interview, 
politics, globalisation

 z Two great thinkers of the ecological  
movement in discussion

 z World rights available
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As a politician and author, ERHARD EPPLER 
was one of the first to point out the ecological 
crises and the urgency to rethink. His book 
»Ende oder Wende« (1975) was central to the 
formation and development of the ecological 
movement in Germany. He has also influenced 
NIKO PAECH, who is one of the most distin- 
guished critiques of economical growth today 
and has become the leading visionary of a 
degrowth society with his bestselling book 
»Liberation from excess«.



WOLFGANG SCHMIDBAUER 
has written numerous non-fiction 
books, many of which have become 
standard works. His 30 books on 
love, fear and the helper syndrome 
sold millions of copies. Schmid- 
bauer is considered one of the most famous couple thera-
pist in Germany and is one of the first critics of consume-
rism based on an ecological-psycho-logical perspective. 

WOLFGANG SCHMIDBAUER
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DUMB THINGS 
August 2015 
240 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-732-7

»We have forgotten the importance of handwork 
for our thinking.« (Wolfgang Schmidbauer)

They have enriched and facilitated our everyday 

life: refrigerator, cell-phone, shower – no one 

wants to live without them anymore. Nowa-

days we are using these things quite naturally, 

without paying attention to how they secretly 

change our hearts and minds. But what does 

›progress‹ actually mean? How does constant 

consumption change us? Which things can be 

omitted, which things actually increase our 

stupidity? Wolfgang Schmidbauer has thought 

about these and similar questions all his life.  

In his very personal encyclopedia he describes 

objects that are so commonplace that we forgot 

to question how they influence us – in addition 

to their general functions. High-Tech devices 

that can no longer be repaired and which there-

fore undermine our technical skills, chic week-

end houses that turn out to be labor intensive 

ballast, toilets that use drinking water – these 

are just some examples indicating that comfort 

is not only convenient. Schmidbauer presents 

a new view on the world of stuff. Sometimes 

crystal clear, sometimes touching, he writes 

with never-ending intellectual pleasure that 

entertains, surprises and captivates.

How things  
make us dumb

 z Keywords: digitization, development,  
society, consumer behavior,  
sustainability

 z From bestselling author Wolfgang 
Schmidbauer

 z World rights available
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THOMAS FATHEUER recently headed the Heinrich Böll 
Foundation office in Rio de Janeiro. LILI FUHR is the 
head of the Unit for International Environmental Policy at 
the headquarters of the Foundation in Berlin. BARBARA 
UNMÜSSIG is acting on the board of the Heinrich Böll 
Foundation, together with Ralf Fücks.

THOMAS FATHEUER, LILI FUHR  
& BARBARA UNMÜSSIG
INSIDE THE GREEN ECONOMY
Promises and pitfalls 
November 2015 
176 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-748-8

The economical and ecological foundations  

of general prosperity are at risk, the gap bet-

ween rich and poor is widening. The concept 

of »green economy« attempts to be the new 

guiding principle for solutions to today’s  

problems. 

The technologies that are currently in the  

center of economic activity are mostly large- 

scale – allowing global enterprises to achieve 

even more control over key areas of our lives. 

But can »green« technologies be a solution if 

they boost consumption even further? Who 

pays for the long-term costs of nuclear power, 

fracking & Co.? This book examines green eco-

nomy critically, tests its promises, discusses 

its options, describes the actual consequences, 

calls its blind spots – and outlines a way to 

cope with global crises, including the social 

point of view.

Is everything 
green and well?

 z Keywords: society, green economy,  
sustainable consumption, sustainable 
development, environmental policy,  
economic growth

 z World rights available (excluding  
UK, USA, Canada)
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English 
edition 

available



Der Markt  
der Schönen
Wann haben Sie das letzte Mal Blumen ge-

kauft? An Ostern? Am Valentinstag? Kaum 

etwas verschenken wir lieber als einen Strauß 

Blumen, kaum etwas ist so ausdrucksstark wie 

rote Rosen. Doch was wissen wir eigentlich 

über die bunte Pracht, über die Bedingungen 

ihres Anbaus oder das Land ihrer Herkunft? 

»Nur jede fünfte Schnittblume, die wir kaufen, 

stammt aus Deutschland. Gerade im Winter 

kommt die Mehrzahl der Blumen aus Ostafri-

ka oder Südamerika, wo sie unter oft verhee-

renden Bedingungen angebaut werden«, sagt 

Silke Peters, deren Buch unbekannte Einblicke 

in den internationalen Blumenhandel gewährt. 

Auf den Frühjahrsstrauß zu verzichten, ist 

keine Lösung. Vielmehr gilt es, bestehende 

Ansätze eines fairen Handels zu stärken und 

den Wert der Blume neu zu entdecken.

WERNER THIEDE
DIGITAL TOWER OF BABEL 
The technological madness and its consequences
Februar 2015 
238 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-727-3

»Where digital mass communication takes place, 
digital mass manipulation is possible – the 
natural consequence is a kind of digital mass 
hysteria!« (Werner Thiede)

 z Keywords: digitization, brain research, 
technology and ethics

 z The book contains 95 theses to rethink  
in society and the Church

 z World rights available
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WERNER THIEDE is a pastor of  
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
Bavaria and since 2007 apl. profes-
sor of Systematic Theology at the 
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. 
He is the author of numerous 
books, articles and radio broadcasts. 

Our society has embarked on a risky path 

marked by the digital revolution. Thrilled 

by the apparently magical opportunities and 

possibilities of the digital world, many people 

assume that we can calculate, dismiss or even 

deny its associated risks. The theologian and 

publicist Werner Thiede however pleads for a 

holistic perception of the risks associated with 

the digital revolution. He makes it clear that 

the digital revolution causes not only tech-

nical, but also cultural changes. Some of the 

consequences of such a revolution raise seri-

ous ethical questions. Does the global program 

for a complete digitized network for example 

have potentials for totalitarianism? Thiede 

concludes the book with 95 theses that call for 

a rethinking by society and churches.

Caution: The  
digitization and 
its consequences



»Whoever says he has no time is lying or dead.«
(Karlheinz A. Geissler)

There is a long-standing, apparently simple  
solution to limited time: Time management 
continues to be the all-purpose solution. But the 
word »management« itself is revealing, since it 
attempts to »repair« the increasing economy  
of time through further economy. The time 
researchers and consultants Karlheinz A. and 
Jonas Geissler put an end to that myth: »You 
can’t save, manage or lose time. You can only do 
one thing with time: Live it.«
How can we coordinate different temporal de-
mands? How does one become competent and 
confident with respect to time? Time is Honey 
contradicts the »Time is money«-logic with a 
new perspective on the phenomenon of time. 
True to the motto »Time only exists in the plural 
form,« the book inspires readers to discover a 
large number of temporal qualities, providing 
important impulses to think further and act.  
By the end it is clear that time is not an oppo-
nent we need to outfox. It is our friend if we are 
willing to engage with it.

JONAS GEISSLER & KARLHEINZ A. GEISSLER 
TIME IS HONEY
About a clever approach to time 
March 2015 
256 pp., two-colour print, many illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-706-8

Living the time 
we have

 z Keywords: time confidence, time  
diversity, time quality, deceleration,  
lifestyle 

 z An attractively designed advice  
book, a plea to live time rather than 
manage it

 z World rights available 
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KARLHEINZ A. & 
JONAS GEISSLER 
are not only father 
and son, but also 
run the timesand-
more institute of time consulting. Their aim is to optimise 
»timeholder values«. Karlheinz A. Geissler is the author of 
numerous books on the topic of time; Jonas Geissler works 
as a trainer and (time) consultant. For more information, 
see www.timesandmore.com 



BERND SOMMER & HARALD WELZER
DESIGNING TRANSFORMATION  
Ways towards a future-compliant modernity
September 2014 
240 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-662-7

»What we need is a completely different way  
of life.« (Harald Welzer)

What does the path towards a new society 

look like, one that is once again guided by 

the search for a good life rather than the next 

product? How can a culture be shaped that 

liberates itself from growth drive and excess? 

Designing Transformation addresses the 

question how the social standards achieved 

in modern capitalism can be sustained while 

simultaneously causing a drastic reduction 

in environmental destruction. How can we 

change the increasingly problematic economic 

system, for instance in the debate on climate 

change, without radically affecting our cur-

rent freedom and democracy? The authors 

investigate this question, look back at trans-

formations in the past and suggest concrete 

solutions for the future.

 z Keywords: social transformation,  
growth criticism, alternatives to growth, 
alternative economies 

 z By the bestselling author Harald Welzer, 
one of the Duttweiler Institute’s 100 
most important global thought leaders 
in the world 

 z World rights available
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The best-selling author HARALD WELZER  
(e. g. Climate Wars) is co-founder and director 
of the foundation Futurzwei and Professor of 
Transformation-Design at the University of  
Flensburg. The Sociologist and Social Psycholo-
gist is regarded as one of the most influential 
critics of our expansive modern lifestyle.  
BERND SOMMER is Head of the Research  
Department of Climate, Culture & Sustainabili-
ty at the Flensburg Norbert Elias Center (NEC).  

Setting out 
towards a 
new society    
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UWE SCHNEIDEWIND & ANGELIKA ZAHRNT
MAKING A GOOD LIFE MORE SIMPLE 
Prospects of a self-sufficiency policy
August 2014 
165 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-690-0

UWE SCHNEIDEWIND heads the Wup-
pertal Institute for Climate, Environ-
ment and Energy and was a member  
of the German Bundestag’s enquete 
commission »Growth, Prosperity,  
Quality of Life«. ANGELIKA ZAHRNT 
directed Germany’s largest environ-
mental association BUND for many 
years and is now active in the  
Sustainability Committee of the  
federal government.

The challenges of globally sustainable deve-

lopment cannot be overcome just through an 

efficient use of energy and resources. Instead, 

technological innovation must go hand in 

hand with socially and ecologically responsible 

lifestyles and consumption patterns. 

That is why politics must create appropriate  

underlying conditions that make a »good life« 

easier to achieve. The authors outline the 

first comprehensive programme of a »policy 

of frugality« (self-sufficiency). They describe 

their diverse approaches on a regional, natio-

nal and international level and show how these 

can be sensibly combined and implemented in 

political practice. It is a bold move that adds 

new momentum to the global debate! 

»We need a policy that moves away from the 
dictate of economic growth and focuses on well-
being, quality of life, social balance and adhe-
rence to ecological limits – both nationally and 
internationally.« (Uwe Schneidewind & Angelika Zahrnt)

Is less really 
more? 

 z  Keywords: criticism of consumption  
and growth, deceleration, post-growth 
society, self-sufficiency policy, social  
and ecological transformation,  
sustainable lifestyle 

 z  World rights available  
(excluding UK, USA, Canada)

English 
edition 

available
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NIKO PAECH
LIBERATION FROM EXCESS 
The road to a post-growth economy
October 2012 
144 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-324-4

NIKO PAECH is one of the most 
important German growth critics.  
He is also authentic because he  
lives his vision of a  »decelerated,  
decluttered world«. The economist 
has been Professor at the Chair for 
Production and the Environment at the University of  
Oldenburg since 2010. As a member of the scientific  
advisory board of Attac, he enjoys a high profile and 
reaches a wide public audience.

»Sustainability frees us from excess, says the 
economist Niko Paech. The good news is:  
It can make us happier.« (taz)

The world is not yet prepared to free itself 

from the drug of growth. But the discussion on 

the end of exorbitance is gaining momentum. 

The sustainability researcher Niko Paech pro-

vides a fitting polemic text that reveals »green 

growth« to be a myth.

Today, »green growth« and »sustainable« 

consumption are regarded as the new silver 

bullets. But Paech  considers the small diffe-

rences between »good« and »bad« growth to 

be a sham. In his alternative concept, the  

post-growth economy, he calls for limiting 

industrial value addition processes and 

strengthening local   self-sufficiency patterns. 

This type of economy would be more frugal, 

but also more stable and more ecologically 

compatible.

The legend  
of  sustainable 
growth  

 z  Keywords: criticism of consumption  
and growth, excess, green economy,  
post-growth society, urban subsistence

 z  over 50.000 copies of the German  
version sold

 z  World rights available (excluding  
Korea, France, China)

English 
edition 

available
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KARLHEINZ A. GEISSLER
THERE’S A TIME FOR EVERYTHING. 
I JUST DON’T HAVE ANY TIME
Finding a new culture of time
September 2011 
258 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-250-6

KARLHEINZ A. GEISSLER has 
published numerous books on the 
subject of time. He studied Philo- 
sophy, Economics and  Education 
and was University Professor for 
Economic and Social Education in 
Munich between 1975 and 2006.

»His books are a clever appeal for a culture of 
time that  serves rather than enslaves people.« 
(Deutschlandradio Kultur)

Are you one of the many multitasking fetish-

ists? Do you check your last mails on your 

smartphone while the  share price ticker is 

running on TV and the news is being read on 

the radio?

In this world of ›now‹ and ›straight away‹, 

everything seems to be possible, but actually 

so much stays behind – time to think, time for 

friends.

How did we get caught in this whirlpool of 

ever accelerating time? Are the new media, 

which make such a speed possible in the first 

place, really such a blessing? Is there a way out 

of the time trap?

In his cultural history of time, Karlheinz 

A. Geissler  presents answers to the urgent 

questions on how we are handling time. It is a 

book for browsing, packed full with valuable 

food for thought on a life beyond daily hectic 

routines and acceleration. 

Ways out of the 
time trap 

 z  Keywords: burnout, cultural history, 
fast everyday lives, time awareness and 
handling 

 z  10.000 copies sold

 z  World rights available 
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ALEXANDER DILL, a sociologist, 
founded the Basel Institute of 
Commons and Economics to mea-
sure social overhead capital. He 
studied psychology, sociology and 
philosophy in Berlin, New York and 
Paris. Dill became known through a radical proposal 
concerning the debt repayment of Germany.

ALEXANDER DILL
REEVALUATE THE WORLD 
Why poor countries remain poor and how we can change that
March 2017 
208 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-841-6

Did we misjudge earth and its countries? 

Based on his wanderings through numerous 

cultures and countries, Alexander Dill shows 

how distorted, even manipulating, interna-

tional key indices such as the GDP, but also 

alternatives such as the Human Development 

Index, are assessing the countries of the world 

and their respective creditworthiness. Finan-

cially strong main debtors are preferred, and 

the countries of the Global South are often left 

with nothing.

If norms such as solidarity, trust, willingness 

to help and social climate were taken into 

account for the creditworthiness of a society, 

the rankings would look quite different, and 

many countries would be able to escape the 

poverty trap. The book is a vigorous plea for a 

re-evaluation of the world according to social 

criteria to overcome crises and conflicts.

Calculating  
differently and  
reducing poverty

 z Keywords: one world, developing coun-
tries, economic growth, social justice

 z A new approach to reducing poverty  
and inequality

 z World rights available
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MICHAEL KOPATZ
ECOROUTINE 
Making us we do what we think is right
July 2016
416 pp., two-colour print, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-806-5

This book puts an end to environmental moral 

appeals! We can live responsibly without 

having to deal with climate change or factory 

farming every day. We simply turn »eco« into 

our routine!

Conceptually this is simple: separation of 

waste, energy saving lamps, energy efficient 

houses — all have become accepted for quite 

a while or are within reach of becoming the 

norm. To enforce more of those changes, we 

need new innovative standards so that for 

example equipment lasts longer, livestock are 

housed appropriately and additives are not 

used in foods any more. This is a book of ideas 

for all facets of life!

Simple solutions, 
big impacts

 z Keywords: environmental protection,  
politics, mobility, climate protection,  
capitalism, housing, diet

 z Numerous concrete suggestions and  
guidelines for politics and society

 z World rights available
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MICHAEL KOPATZ is a scientific 
project manager at the Wuppertal 
Institute. Currently, he is working 
on concepts for the systematic 
strengthening of regional and 
economic welfare in municipalities. 
He did his doctorate in social sciences and is now primarily 
interested in the question of how to realize a global trans-
formation of lifestyles.



Stop the con-
struction boom

New stuff is booming, also and especially in the 

construction industry: a new office complex 

here, another shopping mall or a chic condomi-

nium for the rich there – not to mention all the 

prestige objects whose costs regularly get out of 

hand. Construction industry and politics make 

us believe that new buildings are urgently  

needed or that they are absolutely necessary  

for energetic reasons. However, their true  

environmental footprint is usually anything  

but positive, because construction takes a large 

toll on land-area and raw materials. Slowly, peo-

ple start to resist this development and engage 

against the demolition of a part of their city’s 

history; or they stand up for the maintenance 

of inner-city open spaces such as at the field in 

Berlin Tempelhof. Daniel Fuhrhop accompanies 

their fight against the building mania not only 

through his campaign »Prohibit construction!«, 

but also with this book in which he provides a 

wealth of ideas on how to save old buildings – 

thus supporting citizens, the environment and 

the economy.

 z Keywords: architecture / construction, 
energy saving, politics, regional  
development, spatial planning

 z World rights available

»Love our homes, we don‘t need new ones!« 
   (Daniel Fuhrhop)

DANIEL FUHRHOP knows the con-
struction industry inside out. For many 
years he was the head of Stadtwandel 
(›City-Conversion‹) Publishing, in which 
one dazzling new building after another 
was described. But eventually, skepti-
cism prevailed: While still acting as a publisher, Fuhrhop 
began to search for a meaningful »City-Conversion in times 
of climate change«. He launched an eponymous series of 
publications and events. In 2013 he left the publishing 
business and started the Blog »Prohibit Construction!«. 

DANIEL FUHRHOP
PROHIBIT CONSTRUCTION! 
A pamphlet
August 2015 
192 pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-733-4
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We need fats and oils to keep our economy 

running smoothly. The industry found its  

favourite long ago: palm oil has for years been 

the most-traded vegetable oil on the world 

market. It is available in large quantities, it 

keeps well and it is cheap to produce. 

However, the impact of its production is dra-

matic: the destruction of tropical rainforests to 

make way for huge oil palm plantations seems 

inexorable, as demand is constantly increa-

sing. So is the only option to abandon the palm 

oil industry? It’s not that simple, as many of 

the alternatives are just as harmful to people 

and the environment.

If you want to know how, where and in what 

quantities palm oil is extracted, how the 

industry works, where you might encounter 

palm oil and how you can usefully reduce your 

own palm oil consumption, you will find all the 

information you need in this book.

 z Reduce your palm oil cumsumption  
and safe the rainforest

 z Everything you need to know about  
palm oil

 z World rights available

FRAUKE FISCHER, FRANK NIERULA
THE GUIDE FOR PALM OIL
Background, facts und tips for everyday life
March 2019 
208  pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-106-6

Miracle material 
or danger?
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FRAUKE FISCHER has a PhD in 
biology and founded the agency 
»auf!«, which advises companies on 
engaging with sustainability, climate 
protection and the preservation of 
biodiversity. The biologist FRANK 
NIERULA completed his biology de-
gree with a study on the consequen-
ces of and background to industrial 
oil palm cultivation in South-East 
Asia. Since then, he has been examining the issue of how 
consumers can help to improve the situation.



Gardening is »in« – whether as an exercise in 

self-organisation and sustainability or a little 

escape from the impositions of a world full 

of time pressure and noise. However, a good 

garden is not just a simple case of »back to 

nature« – the »blue flower« of Romanticism 

may well end up as snail food tomorrow. 

For Eva Rosenkranz, it is precisely the con-

tradictions that make the garden so fascina-

ting – and the perfect guide when it comes to 

something as important as life itself. Her book 

invites you to sharpen your awareness of the 

idiosyncrasy of living things; it strolls between 

sensuality and wellington boots, magic and 

earthworms, optimism and tragedies. Portray-

ing the disappointment of January, the south 

winds of July and the intoxication of October, 

it leads us through the year, focusing on virtu-

es and attitudes which flourish in the garden 

and which arm us for »real life«, such as 

serenity and empathy, resilience and decisive 

action. A book for all those who want to look at 

the world from inside a garden.

 z The garden as a teacher for life 

 z An entertaining and thoughtful view into 
one year of gardening

 z World rights available

EVA ROSENKRANZ
EVERYWHERE IS GARDEN
A year as a gardener
March 2019 
192  pp., Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-107-3

Between  
romanticism  
and reality
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EVA ROSENKRANZ is a literary 
scholar, lecturer and author with a 
garden. Living in the Munich area, 
she has experienced first hand 
what happens when urban sprawl 
and loss of nature become in- 
creasingly pressing issues. She therefore campaigns for 
more public wild green areas in her local community.



SLOW FOOD is a global movement 
campaigning for a lively and sus-
tainable food and drink culture.  
The organisation, founded in 1986 
by Carlo Petrini, today numbers 
around 100,000 members in over 
170 countries. Germany alone now has more than 
14,000. With the snail, the symbol of slowness, as 
its logo, Slow Food stands for an appreciative and 
conscious approach to food.

SLOW FOOD DEUTSCHLAND E. V. (ED.) 
2019/2020 SLOW FOOD  
GOURMET GUIDE
October 2018 
752 pp., fourcolour print, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-057-1

The Slow Food Guide is a must for all gourmets 

and connoisseurs who appreciate good food. It 

is one of Germany’s most popular  

restaurant guides and perfect for tourists with 

a preference for good and sustainable food. The 

revised and enlarged edition includes almost 

550 restaurants, detailed product information 

and some exciting extras.

The criteria for inclusion in this gastronomic 

guide »with a difference« correspond to the 

10 commandments of Slow Food gastronomic 

criticism, including regionality, artisan tradition 

and affordable prices. It goes without saying 

that no ready-made products, flavour enhancers 

or other undesirable additives are involved. 

Includes:

- special labelling of certified organic premises, 

brewery inns, inns with their own vineyards and 

restaurants offering vegetarian food

- product information on meat, fish, sausage, 

cheese, bread, beer and wine

- ABC of regional specialities

- profiles of selected culinary regions

Where to find 
good food in 
Germany

 z Effective in terms of sale like the  
market leaders Michelin and  
Gault Millau

 z Good, authentic and fair: A guide  
to about 550 restaurants and cafés  
throughout Germany

 z World rights available
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DANIEL ANTHES works as a con-
sultant and speaker at the Zukunfts-
institut Future Institute. In his free 
time he works as the chair of the 
non-profit association ShoutOutLoud. 
KATHARINA SCHULENBURG heads 
ShoutOutLoud’s »No food for the 
bin« programme. At her catering and 
cooking workshops, she regularly 
incorporates ideas for recycling  
leftovers creatively.

DANIEL ANTHES, KATHARINA SCHULENBURG 
BECAUSE WE LOVE FOOD
Towards a mindful handling of food
September 2018 
160 pp., fourcolour print, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-050-2

Incredible, but true: in Germany, 313 kilograms 

of edible food is thrown away every second. As 

soon as a yoghurt passes its best-before date or 

an apple isn’t quite so fresh, they go in the bin. 

It’s high time to put an end to this throw-away 

madness!

The authors call for a return to treating our food 

with greater respect. They give a succinct but 

soundly-based explanation of how we can suc-

cessfully reduce the amount of food we waste 

every day and make our diet more sustainable. 

At the heart of the book is a collection of recipes 

which can be used to conjure up delicious meals 

from »leftovers«. The guide is rounded off with 

an introduction to initiatives such as food- 

sharing and the ugly-food movement, which 

will make you want to get involved yourself.

Stop food waste

 z Data, facts and initiatives relating to  
the issue of food waste

 z Including 32 recipes for using up  
leftovers and preserving food

 z World rights available
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VALENTIN THURN is a freelance filmmaker, author and 
co-founder of the online platform »foodsharing«. His docu-
mentary »Taste the Waste« earned him Environmental Action 
Germany’s Environmental Media Award. GUNDULA OERTEL 
is a freelance journalist and author specialising in nature 
conservation and consumer protection. CHRISTINE POHL is 
involved in the development NGO INKOTA-netzwerk e. V. and 
is a co-initiator of the Berlin Nutrition Council.

VALENTIN THURN, GUNDULA OERTEL,  
CHRISTINE POHL 
INGENIOUSLY LOCAL
How we push the agriculture change
September 2018 
288 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-055-7

More and more people want to go back to 

knowing where their food comes from. There 

is an increasing people-powered focus on the 

transformation from global food systems to 

regionally and sustainably produced food. For 

example, within the space of a few short years 

a diverse range of innovative social develop-

ments have sprung up, from urban gardening to 

community-supported agriculture.

The latest of these are »nutrition councils«. 

The intention is to become an important tool in 

modern communal politics, as food is political. 

So why not use something as vital as our food 

to encourage our cities to enrich communal life 

and to sustain a healthy environment? 

The book shows how powerful this kind of  

networking is and aims to help cities to start 

feeding themselves from their local regions 

again.

All power to the 
councils!

 z The new book from renowned  
film maker Valentin Thurn

 z A book for urban gardeners,  
community-supported farmers and  
organic enthusiasts

 z World rights available
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Isn’t it great that we only have to spend a 

fraction of our income on food? Everything 

is so lovely and cheap at Aldi, Edeka & co.! 

But what if prices are only that low because 

the costs are passed on – to the environment, 

other countries, future generations? Or if we 

actually end up paying them through the  

back door because expenditure on health 

rises or water requires increasingly expensive 

treatment?

Then it is time to act, because only when the 

consequential costs of conventionally produ-

ced food are made visible and factored in to 

prices will the system be fair again and will we 

buy what is best for us and for the environ-

ment.

This book gives a comprehensive overview of 

the many aspects of this issue, offers soundly-

based criticism and identifies concrete solu-

tions, for example with regard to suitable 

communication strategies.

VOLKERT ENGELSMANN, BERNWARD GEIER (EDS.)
PRICES LIE
Why cheap food will cost us dear
February 2018 
168 pp., Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96238-006-9

Put an end to  
the cheap lie!

 z How we deceive ourselves: the truth 
about cheap food

 z Healthy food doesn’t have to mean  
expensive food

 z World rights available
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The economist VOLKERT  
ENGELSMAN founded the Dutch 
organic company EOSTA in 1990. He 
is currently running the campaign 
»The true cost of food«. BERNWARD 
GEIER worked as a scientist at the 
Research Institute of Organic Agri-
culture. He was Executive Director of 
the international umbrella organi-
zation for the organic agriculture 
movement (IFOAM).



Industrial agriculture is on the rise every- 

where. Everywhere? No! Courageous villagers 

in Mals, Austria, have resisted these changes. 

In a referendum, the majority of villagers 

opted for a future without agricultural pesti-

cides. Since then, an unequal battle has begun: 

on one side, the community with 5000 inha-

bitants, led by a dozen charismatic people; on 

the other side an overpowering alliance of the 

farmer’s federation, state government and the 

agricultural industry. 

In his book, Alexander Schiebel not only tells 

the story of this rebellion but also reveals the 

recipe to the magic potion that makes the 

brave villagers invincible. This book is a source 

of inspiration for resistance movements all 

over the world – and a lively portrait of a little 

village that wants to take its destiny into its 

own hands.

Resisting the 
pestcide-spraying 
agriculture

 z Keywords: agriculture, organic  
farming, nature protection, public  
involvement

 z Up-to-date: the fight against the  
pesticide glyphosate

 z World rights available
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ALEXANDER SCHIEBEL 
THE MIRACLE OF MALS
How one village stands up to the agricultural industry
September 2017 
256 pp., including four-colored photographs, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-96006-014-7

ALEXANDER SCHIEBEL turned 
his passion for storytelling into 
a professional career by learning 
the craft of film-making in Vienna. 
After a short spell as a web devel-
oper and in online marketing, the 
Miracle of Mals has been the focus of his energy  
since 2013. For a year the native of Salzburg has lived 
in Mals with his family to support the small village in its 
courageous struggle.



The rapid degradation of soil and the rapid 

increase of carbon dioxide may look like two 

separate problems, but they are closely linked: 

we have too little carbon in the soil and too 

much in the atmosphere. »Back to the roots« 

is the motto to solving this! A global increase 

in humus of just one percent would suffice to 

reduce the CO2-content of the atmosphere to a 

safe level. 

This sounds simple because it is. The neces-

sary methods have been known for centuries 

and are currently experiencing a renaissance 

under labels such as Permaculture or Carbon 

Farming. Gardening with Terra Preta, plowing 

without a plow, controlling microbiotic pro-

cesses or revitalization of the soil’s micro- 

biota – all these methods build up humus in 

the soil and thus enable the production of 

healthy food. From a global perspective, the 

»humus revolution« is the most important 

hope for global food security, as well as for 

combating climate extremes, poverty and 

migration. And the best thing is: everyone can 

help and start right away.

UTE SCHEUB, STEFAN SCHWARZER 
THE HUMUS REVOLUTION
How we can heal the soil, save the climate and achieve  
sustainable food production  
February 2017 
240 pp., four-colour print including illustrations, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-838-6

Farming and  
gardening for  
a good climate

 z Keywords: food, agriculture, climate 
change, climate protection, organic  
farming

 z Many tips on how to create better soils 
and increase diversity in the garden and 
on the fields

 z World rights available
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With her book on the wonders of the 
rainforest, Terra Preta, UTE SCHEUB has 
already caused furore. Now the political 
scientist and author of numerous other 
expert books presents yet another stan-
dard work that supplements and extends 
the bestseller »Terra Preta«. This new  
book is co-authored by the geographer 
and expert on permaculture STEFAN 
SCHWARZER from the Eco-Village Tem-
pelhof.



UTE SCHEUB, HAIKO PIEPLOW &  
HANS-PETER SCHMIDT
TERRA PRETA. THE BLACK REVOLUTION 
FROM THE RAINFOREST 
Saving the world with climate gardeners and 
producing healthy food 
February 2013 
208 pp., four-colour print throughout, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-407-4

UTE SCHEUB is the author of numerous encouraging  
factual books on the topics of peace, women and ecology. 
The soil scientist HAIKO PIEPLOW works in the German  
Federal Ministry of the Environment; in 2005 he redisco-
vered the Terra Preta formula. HANS-PETER SCHMIDT  
directs the Delinat-Institute for ecology and Climate- 
farming in the Swiss canton of Wallis.
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»Terra Preta is the most powerful climate  
protection machine we have.« (Tim Flannery)

»Terra Preta do Indio« is the Portuguese 

name for extremely fertile soil that is said to 

have miraculous properties. Scientists are 

convinced of having found a way out of the 

global climate and famine crisis by using the 

technology that produces the black soil from 

the rainforest.

 »Climate gardeners« apply Terra Preta 

technology to permanently store carbon in the 

form of vegetable charcoal. It‘s best aspect: 

Anyone can join in, because the secret of pro-

ducing Terra Preta has been revealed. 

The authors have compiled the age-old know-

ledge of the world in a well-founded instruc-

tion manual. They tell the success stories of 

committed gardeners and farmers in Terra 

Preta projects around the world.

 z  Keywords: climate farming, cycle econo-
mics, permaculture, sustainable farming/
gardening, Terra Preta

 z  World rights available (excluding  
Canada, USA, Australia, New Zealand, 
UK, Ireland) Working hard  

for climate  
protection 



MARK BOGNER is familiar with 
conventional agriculture. As an 
employee, he was part of the 
agricultural industry. In agricultu-
ral schools he was confronted with 
its philosophy of »grow or yield!«. 
He didn’t learn anything about making good food there 
though – he’s learning about that by himself as a tenant on 
his small farm: Together with his family he produces a large 
variety of organic goods and thus shows an alternative to 
conventional agriculture. 

His name is Mark Bogner. His profession: 
farmer. Bogner is not a farmer by tradition, but 
out of passion. He and his family work a tiny 
piece of land with diverse crops, using organic 
methods. And they are successful with it!
Bogner is a person who doesn’t want to bow 
down to the »lack of alternatives«. He has ta-
ken a critical standing against the mantra of the 
agricultural lobby for a long time. According 
to this lobby, the only farmers who are able to 
survive are those with 15 000 chickens in the 
barn or those who drown their crops in glypho-
sate. Six years ago, Bogner followed through 
with his philosophy of permaculture - and low 
and behold: It worked! Everything he grows, 
he consumes with his family or sells it directly 
from the farm. 
Everyone who wants to know how to take their 
life into their own hands, or learn how good it 
feels to work with nature, finds inspiration and 
hope in Mark Bogners book. Where others lose 
themselves in theory, this self-reliant farmer 
demonstrates through the power of simply-
just-doing that another type of agriculture is 
possible. He does this day after day, time and 
time again.

Taking food in 
your own hands

 z Keywords: agriculture, farmer, self- 
catering, agribusiness, diet, animal  
husbandry, food

 z Bio & Permaculture instead of  
agribusiness & subvention mania

 z World rights available (excluding Japan)

MARKUS BOGNER
THINK FOR YOURSELF, DO IT YOURSELF,  
BE SELF-SUFFICIENT 
A farmer shows us how it‘s done 
September 2016 
224 pp., four-colour print throughout, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-811-9
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JUNIOR SLOW E. V. (EDS.)
THE LITTLE CHEF 
Favourite recipes for kids
September 2015 
72 pp., four-colour print throughout, Paperback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-738-9

Hardly any children learn what it means to 

prepare a meal using fresh produce at home 

nowadays. To help cure this »Kitchen illite-

racy«, Slow Food has been sending around 

the Slow Mobil — a rolling kitchen in a child-

friendly renovated trailer. For eight years  

the vehicle has been making stops at kinder-

gartens and primary schools within Munich. 

It’s a pleasure to watch children knead, snip 

and sizzle!

This lovingly illustrated interactive cookbook 

for children brings together the best, most 

popular and well-tested favorite recipes of the 

young cooks from Slow Mobile: multicolored 

pizza, vitamin rockets, delicious vegetable 

soups, and of course spaghetti with self- 

prepared tomato sauce.

 z Keywords: cooking with kids, books  
for kids, healthy food

 z Over 4000 copies sold in 6 months

 z World rights available

The best recipes 
for children

The kitchen champion FLORA HOHMANN is a regular on 
the show »ARDBuffet« and has supported the Slow Mobil® 
for many years.  
MANUEL REHEIS has been a chef and manager in the 
restaurant Broeding in Munich since 1995. 
SUSANNE LEONTINE SCHMIDT illustrates childrens’ books 
and gives drawing and painting classes. 
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GERHARD ERTL &  
JENS SOENTGEN (EDS.)
N – NITROGEN 
An element writes world history
Oktober 2015 
272 pp., including coloured sheets and  
b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-736-5

It is abundant and rare at the same time: With 

every breath it enters our lungs, yet it limited 

plant growth for a long time and thus kept 

the number of people at a low level. It took 

until the eve of World War I before humanity 

could break free from the nitrogen trap. Fritz 

Haber and Carl Bosch invented a process by 

which nitrogen could be taken out of the air, 

and thus brought artificial fertilizers into the 

world. What began as a triumph soon turned 

into an environmental problem that causes the 

over-fertilization of water bodies, accelerates 

climate change and causes drinking water to 

be polluted with nitrate. The latest volume of 

»Tales of Substance« portraits this invisible 

and underrated element by telling its history 

and discussing the environmental problems 

that it causes today.

 z Keywords: agriculture, development,  
water pollution control, climate change, 
raw materials & resources

 z Published by the Nobel Prize winner  
Gerhard Ertl

 z World rights available

Dynamite and 
broad beans

»Professor genius explains his formula,« the Ber-
liner Zeitung headlined proudly when GERHARD 
ERTL was awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry 
in December 2007. The Emeritus director of 
Berlin‘s Max Planck Society had managed to 
identify the mechanisms of the Haber-Bosch 
process. JENS SOENTGEN directs the Environ-
mental Science Centre (WZU) of the University of 
Augsburg. Together with Armin Reller he is the 
editor of the book series »Tales of Substance«. 
»N« is the ninth volume of the series.
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ANDREA FINK-KESSLER
MILK 
From myth to mass product
November 2012 
288 pp., including b/w illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-311-4

Since her dissertation on the »qua-
lity norms of milk production«, the 
subject of milk has never ceased to 
fascinate  ANDREA FINK-KESSLER. 
As the Head of the Office of 
Agricultural and Regional Develop-
ment, she researches in the fields 
of agricultural policy, nutrition and 
rural development.

»Fairness, diversity and quality – those are the 
 requirements that sustainable milk should fulfil.«
(Andrea Fink-Kessler)

Whether pure, in a café au lait or in cheese: 

Milk is a crucial part of our diet. And yet 

opinions on it differ greatly: Some value it as 

healthy and nutritious, while others warn of 

milk allergies.

Health matters are only one aspect of the 

diverse world of milk. Milk clearly rises above 

the status of simply a »normal« foodstuff, 

since it is the first, most elementary food of 

humans – and of all mammals. 

But what do we actually know about the »elixir 

of life«, about the journey it makes from ani-

mals to humans and its processing into butter 

or cheese? 

This book tells the story of milk – from its  

mythological beginnings, when milk was ex-

clusively reserved for the gods, to the renais-

sance of raw milk.

Milk is a 
special juice

 z  Keywords: agricultural policy, cultural 
and economic history of milk, nutrition, 
rural development 

 z  World rights available
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JOACHIM RADKAU
WOOD 
How a natural material is making history
August 2012 
341 pp., two-colour print, many illustrations, Hardback 
ISBN 978-3-86581-321-3

JOACHIM RADKAU is known to a 
wide readership as he is the author 
of numerous non-fiction books, 
including some standard works on 
environmental, natural and tech-
nological history. The books by the 
Professor for Modern History are internationally acclaimed 
(Max Weber: A Biography; Nature and Power: A Global 
History of the Environment).

»Radkau never resorts to wooden science 
journalism. By the end, the reader has gained a 
fascinating cultural-historical overview.«
(Süddeutsche Zeitung)

»Ötzi«, the man who emerged from the ice, 

relied on it on his hikes through the mountains 

as much as  medieval  cathedral builders or 

today’s energy corporations: Wood is essential 

material for building, manufacturing,  

and fuel. Its changing and  exciting  cultural 

history  reflects the relationship between the 

 natural material of wood and its beneficiaries: 

humans – from the hunters of the Stone Age 

to the  globalised society of the 21st  century, 

in which wood is experiencing a diverse an 

 unexpected revival.

Boards that mean 
the world to us 

 z  Keywords: manufacturing and fuel,  
wood as a material for building 

 z  World rights available  
(excluding Korea, Japan, UK)


